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Preface
The Danish report “Kommnernes låntagning og KommuneKredits rolle i et internationalt
perspektiv” has recently been published by VIVE.
The present paper constitutes an English summary of the Danish report and is based
mainly on the summary in the Danish report. It is not a direct translation of the Danish
summary but coincides largely with it.
Analyses and descriptions in the Danish report use a wide range of sources of
knowledge, e.g. official and professional reports, journal articles and legal documents.
The references can be found in the final part of the Danish report. We therefore refer to
the Danish report for details. This also applies to information about the Danish and inter
national interviews and contacts made for the investigation.

Ulrik Hvidman, Head of Research, VIVE Governance and Management
2021
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1.1

Background, purposes and issues of
investigation
Background and purposes

Danish local governments, i.e. municipalities and regions, are important service providers
with significant economic importance in the social economy and in the Danish economy
in general.
Therefore, it is important that the decentralised sector's economy is healthy and that
financing is carried out in an appropriate manner. An issue that seldom receives much
attention – but nevertheless is of great importance to the financing of local governments
– concerns funding by loans and local governments’ access to loans. With the report (in
Danish) and this English summary, we wish to cover the need for up-to-date knowledge
on local government borrowing.
In order to gain access to cost-effective loans, it is necessary that both domestic and
foreign lenders understand how the local government borrowing is regulated in Denmark
and to understand the Danish model of vertical coordination between the national gov
ernment and local governments.
Thus, the purpose of the report – and the summary at hand – is to provide communicable
knowledge on local government borrowing in Denmark, including the Danish way of
providing credit to the decentralised public sector, regulation of local government bor
rowing in Denmark and Danish intergovernmental coordination with relevance to local
government borrowing.
Our approach to investigating, explaining and describing the abovementioned areas of
knowledge is to apply an international comparative analysis. Hence, we aim to put the
Danish model of local borrowing into perspective by considering other possible ways of
organising credit and intergovernmental coordination. Thus, the method involves a com
parison with other countries, i.e. countries that have core similarities with Denmark but
also differ from Denmark in their ways and methods with regard to borrowing re
strictions, intergovernmental coordination and providing credit to the decentralised pub
lic sector.
In the following section, we describe the principal issues of investigation. When dealing
with the various issues of investigation, we apply the following approach: First we describe
the Danish model with respect to the issue of investigation, and subsequently the Danish
model is put into perspective by relating to the conditions of OECD countries in general.
The third step is to make more ‘in-depth’ comparisons with four selected countries.
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1.2

Principal issues of investigation

The analyses in question involve three issues of investigation:
1. Fiscal policy issues, i.e. local government borrowing interaction with national fiscal
policy, macroeconomic activity levels fluctuation and efforts to ensure sound local
government finances.
The issue here is the interplay of local governments’ borrowing with national fiscal policy,
with local governments acting both as automatic stabilisers in the economy and as pos
sible active participants in the overall fiscal policy of the country. The issue also includes
the ways of shielding local governments’ economy from national economic downturns or
shocks. Moreover, the analysis contain descriptions and international comparisons of
the central government’s use of so-called ‘fiscal rules’ aiming at sound local finances,
and the effect of these rules.
2. Vertical coordination of local government borrowing in Denmark and other coun
tries.
This issue relates specifically to a description and comparison of the guidelines, rules
and other kinds direct or indirect regulations of local borrowing, i.e. fiscal rules for budget
balance, borrowing restrictions and approval arrangements from the central government
authorities. It also includes descriptions of ways for the central government to handle a
potential economic crisis in a single local government.
3. The content of and rationale behind the financial institution of KommuneKredit
seen in an international, comparative context.
Besides the KommuneKredit way of supplying loans to local governments, the investiga
tion includes a number of alternative methods of providing loans to the local government
sector. The analysis evaluates the different methods separately according to relevant
criteria and considerations. This includes a comparison with the loan arrangements of
local governments in other countries and the results from some relevant studies in the
existing economic literature.
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2

Choosing countries for comparison and
analytical methods

As mentioned earlier, our approach is to perform an international comparative analysis
as we believe that the Danish system of local government borrowing is more accessible
when put into perspective via comparisons with OECD and EU countries. Moreover, as
already indicated, and for the same reasons, we want to make a more in-depth compar
ison with a limited number of countries. For this purpose, four countries were selected,
based on them having core similarities with Denmark making them comparable to the
Danish case. Thus, the four countries for in-depth comparisons all have to be compara
ble to Denmark to a certain extent on key variables, such as the general level of welfare
in the country and the national creditworthiness. On the other hand, we want to choose
countries for in-depth comparison that also differ from Denmark in their ways and meth
ods regarding regulation of borrowing, inter-governmental coordination/fiscal policies
and provision of credit to the decentralised public sector. In other words, we want the
countries to differ in the main conditions of interest. We ended up choosing Sweden,
Finland, The Netherlands and Austria for our in-depth comparative analysis.
The analytical methods include desk research of relevant economic literature, reports
and written rules, as well as use of Danish and international databases. In addition to
this, we collect information from semi-structured interviews of ministerial authorities,
credit agencies and relevant institutions for social science research. The interviews were
carried out both in Denmark and with contacts from the four countries of comparison.
The aim of the analysis of the public sector is the decentralised level of the sector, i.e.
regions and, especially, municipalities. When we mention the local level of the public
sector, we are mostly referring to municipalities. We mainly deal with traditional financial
loan types, though various rental arrangements, sale and lease-back etc. may be men
tioned as possible substitutes for traditional loans.
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3

Fiscal policy, fluctuations of activity levels
and local borrowing

When dealing with local government borrowing, it seems obvious to include a discussion
on fiscal policy issues, i.e. of the extent to which local governments are exposed to fluc
tuating activity levels of the national and local economy, the role of the municipalities in
the overall national fiscal policy and the efforts to achieve sound local finances. We will
take as our starting point the Danish situation.

3.1

Fiscal policy and The Danish case
⇨ Danish municipalities are protected against local effects of economic fluctua

tions to a very high degree.
When taking into account both the economic significance of municipalities in Denmark
and the general political desire to have a stable supply of core welfare services, it would
seem beneficial to have municipalities working as a stabilising element of the social econ
omy. On the other hand, part of the municipal tax revenues as well as part of the local
expenditures for income transfers are susceptible to national economic fluctuations.
Several schemes are in place in Denmark to provide a sort of economic shield to protect
the local governments from changing activity levels. Thus, local governments are ren
dered able both to secure a stable supply of welfare to their citizens and play a stabilising
role in the economy.
Those shields may be termed ”safety nets” for local governments. Firstly because they
consist of statutory arrangements compensating local governments via the block grant
for fluctuations in expected revenues and needs for expenditures, which are related to
the general activity level of the economy or to economic crises in general (like the
COVID-19 situation). Secondly, because the Danish central government uses automatic
or discretionary changes of the amount of the yearly block grant for municipalities to
protect further the local economies. The yearly negotiations between the central gov
ernment and the Association of Local Governments may influence the size of the block
grants. Finally, because the equalisation system expanded through the years contributes
to neutralising the effects of economic fluctuations.
As a result of those efforts, we see only rather modest variations in the total budget
balance – the so-called net lending balance – for Danish local governments from one
year to another. Instead, the effects of cyclical movements on the public sector budgets
are mainly deposited in the central government budget balance.
While local governments in Denmark use the central government’s ”safety nets” to sta
bilise their economies, we do not normally see municipal cash balances used in this way.
This is contrary to the situation in several other OECD countries, cf. below.
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⇨ Danish municipalities play only a very limited role in what is labelled ‘active na

tional fiscal policy’ – the yearly agreement of a certain permitted amount for
discretionary loans to municipalities constitutes an exception.
Borrowing restrictions (cf. below) on Danish local governments generally imply current
and immediate funding of both operating expenditures and investment expenditures.
This may be termed the principle of self-financing of local governments. Although there
are significant exceptions to this main rule, naturally, this limits potential discretionary
fiscal impulse initiatives from the local governments.
As an exception to the main rule, the Ministry of the Interior grants single municipalities
discretionary permission to borrow, within yearly fixed ceilings of the aggregate value of
such approvals, so-called loan pools. Assessing the size of the loan pools from 2004 to
2022, we consider the loan pools to be counter-cyclical. As an example, for 2022, where
a general upturn of the Danish economy seems to be developing, the loan pools are
largely absent.
⇨ Central government control of municipalities’ economy in Denmark is rather ex

tensive, and several different fiscal rules encourage municipalities to promote
sound local finances.
For almost a decade, the central government has made use of a whole range of so-called
fiscal rules to promote sound economic behaviour of local governments in Denmark. We
identify four such fiscal rules. First, statutory rules exist for the current budget balance
as it appears in the yearly budget of single municipalities. Second, the Danish ’budget
law’ establishes yearly expenditure ceilings for the total local government sector. If ceil
ings are broken, the central government can impose sanctions on the municipalities via
reductions in block grants. Third, increases in local government tax levels for the sector
as a whole may also be subject to sanctions. Fourth, strict borrowing restrictions – men
tioned above and elaborated on below – also constitute a sort of fiscal rule for the local
governments in Denmark.
⇨ The current financial position of Danish local governments is strong and robust.
Danish local governments have improved their average net financial position markedly
over the last decade. For the sector as a whole, long-term debt has stagnated, while
local governments have been accumulating cash balances since around 2013. Conse
quently, municipalities’ income from interests now exceeds interest expenses.
Accumulating cash balances may possibly come to an end in the future, though the fi
nances of local governments as a whole are both strong and robust.
Our analysis of the interest sensitivity of loans of Danish local governments shows a
rather modest sensitivity, taking into account the considerable size of the total municipal
sector.

3.2

Fiscal policy and international comparisons

As mentioned earlier, we both make comparisons with OECD countries in general and
study four specific countries in more detail.
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⇨ The expenditure side of Danish municipalities appears to be more exposed to

economic fluctuations than OECD countries in general – the revenue side ap
pears to be more average in this respect.
The economic significance of the Danish local government sector is rather strong, since
the size of the sector in terms of expenditures is more important to the national economy
than in most other OECD or EU countries. This stems partly from the fact that Danish
municipalities are financially responsible for income transfers to households to a greater
extent than in most other countries. Therefore, the Danish municipalities – not taking into
account the safety nets mentioned above – are more exposed to cyclical swings than
municipalities in most other countries.
On the other hand, when it comes to local governments’ revenues the Danish local gov
ernment sector is close to the OECD average in terms of exposure to cyclical fluctua
tions. Local taxes do not constitute a large share of total local revenues in Denmark,
compared to other OECD countries, but the rather cyclical dependent income taxes is
the main tax instrument. Property and land taxes may be more important in certain other
countries.
⇨ The Danish model of neutralising the effects of economic fluctuations on local

governments rely on automatic and regulatory measures and mechanisms – in
several other countries local governments’ own efforts are given higher priority.
The handling of economic effects on local governments of national economic fluctua
tions in Denmark rests to a great extent on permanent mechanisms and schemes estab
lished by law. This is not what we typically see in other countries. In other OECD coun
tries, discretionary measures are more common, though such measures also exist in
Denmark.
Internationally, we regularly observe local governments’ use of accumulated cash bal
ances – or so-called RDFs, Rainy Day Funds – to meet economic challenges from cyclical
activity levels. This instrument is not normally used in Denmark.
⇨ Compared to other countries the Danish central government makes intensive

use of fiscal rules.
In general, borrowing restrictions and budget balance objectives (BBOs or deficit rules)
are the most frequently used central government measures to obtain sound local fi
nances across OECD countries. On the other hand, expenditure limits are more seldom
seen. Some countries, including Denmark, use all three types of fiscal rules simultane
ously. In addition to this, Denmark also applies fiscal rules on local taxes. Against this
background, the Danish approach to macroeconomic control of local governments
seems rather stringent and restrictive.
⇨ In relation to the four selected countries of comparison, several aspects call for

attention, including the Swedish concept for local governments of ‘good eco
nomic housekeeping’ and Rainy Day Funds, and for all four counties the deficit
rule named the ‘golden rule’.
Sweden has many similarities with Denmark when it comes to local governments, but
makes use of the concept ”god ekonomisk hushållning” (‘good economic housekeeping’),
weighting the local governments’ own response to adverse economic conditions more
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than is the case in Denmark. Sweden, as well as Finland, the Netherlands and Austria,
apply the deficit rule known as the ‘golden rule’, implying that current revenues of the
local government have to balance the sum of operating expenditures including net inter
est expenses and depreciation. Consequently, the approach to local borrowing is less
restrictive, cf. below. For The Netherlands and Austria, it is noteworthy that the regional/
provincial level has the role of supervising the municipalities, which is not the case of
Finland, Sweden and Denmark.
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4

Borrowing restrictions on municipalities
and related issues

The central government restrictions on local government borrowing is the second main
issue of investigation. The issue concerns both direct regulation of local government
borrowing and the more indirect way of influencing borrowing and debt behaviour via
budget balance objectives (deficit rules). Some aspects have already been mentioned in
the previous section. Our primary focus is the institutional description in an international
comparative perspective.

4.1

Borrowing restrictions and the Danish case
⇨ In Denmark, local governments’ borrowing is primarily regulated by law (i.e. an

executive order) – with ’no borrowing’ as the starting point.
An important element of the Danish borrowing restrictions on local governments is the
extensive use of a set of rules, i.e. the so-called Executive Loan Order (in Danish ”låne
bekendtgørelsen”). The Executive Loan Order is based on the Municipal Government Act.
As already touched upon, local governments in Denmark are subject to a principle of
“self-financing”. In other words, local government borrowing regulation, in principle, im
plies immediate yearly funding of local government expenses, i.e. local governments use
taxes, grants or user payments to finance the outlays. This applies both to operating and
investment expenditures. Put differently, Danish local governments cannot take a loan,
unless certain requirements are met.
First and foremost, such a requirement may be that the local government has obtained
a specific permission, granted by the Ministry of the Interior. The ministry has the au
thority to grant such discretionary permissions, primarily covered by the loan pools, i.e.
the yearly fixed ceilings of the aggregate value of such approvals.
Secondly, the municipality may have a so-called automatic permission to take on loans
in a range of areas, primarily for investment purposes, e.g. investments in public utilities,
housing for elderly people, urban renewal, energy saving, housing for refugees and loans
for elderly people to pay land taxes.
Normally, any permission for a municipality to take loans is valid for a certain calendar
year. Other regulations concern the maximum length of the loan, accepted currencies in
which to take up loans and measures to avoid circumvention of the restrictions, e.g.
rental arrangements and sale and lease-back activities.
⇨ The customary law in Denmark for handling municipalities in economic and fi

nancial crises, which is popularly termed ”putting the municipality under admin
istration”, has not been used for ten years.
Since borrowing by local governments inevitably involves a risk for a municipality of not
being able to repay future debts, it has been necessary to establish an administrative
practice for the central authorities to handle such a situation in an appropriate manner.
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The practice is initiated, i.e. the municipality is “put under administration”, if the munici
pality violates the so-called overdraft facility rule, which stems from the Executive Loan
Order. This practice manifests itself in a procedure including meetings with the ministe
rial representatives, presentation of a recovery plan for the municipality in question and
the ministry auditing how the economy develops for a limited future period. From 1988
to 2010, the procedure was activated 30 times, resulting in satisfactory recovery for all
the municipalities involved.
However, since 2010 no municipalities have been in a situation where the procedure of
“being put under administration” has been necessary. This may partly reflect the im
proved and strong financial position of the municipal sector mentioned above.
⇨ The Danish municipalities provide guarantees for a considerable and increasing

amount of loans, and municipal revenues from guarantee commission have also
increased.
Municipalities in Denmark are allowed to provide loan guarantees for a range of different
purposes. This includes social housing projects, urban renewal and loans taken out by
municipal owned companies, e.g. certain public utilities.
The guarantees involve an increasing municipal risk exposure in this respect, and the
municipalities increasingly charge commission for the loan guarantees and therefore re
ceive increasing revenues from this activity.

4.2

Borrowing restrictions and international comparisons

⇨ Across the OECD countries, borrowing restrictions are frequently used as a fis

cal rule. The content and implementation of the rules, however, vary widely be
tween the countries.
There are several possible approaches to borrowing restrictions and limitation on bor
rowing by local governments, and the different ways of restricting local governments’
borrowing are widespread in the OECD countries.
The first approach is the liberal version with no limitations on borrowing at all. The sec
ond approach is a more indirect way of restricting local governments from borrowing via
budget balance objectives and deficit rules, e.g. the ’golden rule’ which allows invest
ment expenditures – but not depreciation – to be financed by loans. As a third approach,
the maximum indebtedness of local governments can be fixed by the central govern
ment. The fourth approach makes use of specific restrictions and limitations on taking out
loans (e.g. the case of Denmark). A fifth approach to regulating loans of municipalities is a
requirement of approval of loans from a higher tier in the public sector, e.g. provinces or
regions. The sixth and final approach is a general ban on local governments’ borrowing.
Seen across countries, approaches two, three, four and five seem to be the most com
mon, and they are regularly combined in different ways.
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⇨ The way of regulating local government borrowing might be related to the

standards of accounting in the country in question.
Some OECD countries use accrual accounting (sometimes known as cost principles).
Here, depreciation appears in the accounts and consequently be financed by revenues
for the year in question. This is often the case for countries using the abovementioned
’golden rule’ of the budget balance objective. In those countries, we regularly observe
no – or only minimal – further borrowing restrictions on local governments.
Other OECD countries uses cash accounting or equivalent accounting standards (or in
Denmark so-called expenditure accounting), where no calculated items like depreciation
appear. In these situations, borrowing restrictions or regulation may act as a supplement
to budget balance objectives.
⇨ From Denmark and the four countries chosen for comparison, a Danish, a Nor

dic and a Continental approach to borrowing restrictions and regulation of local
government loans might be identified.
Although it involves some simplification, we find three models or approaches to re
striction of municipal borrowing activity when comparing Denmark with the four chosen
countries.
Firstly, Sweden and Finland represent a kind of Nordic model with virtually no direct bor
rowing restrictions, but with rules for the fiscal deficit of the ’golden rule’ type that in
practice entails some limits on local government borrowing in the long run. In both coun
tries, municipalities that have a budget balance deficit for a certain year have three or
four years to correct the imbalance. Consequently, the local governments’ own efforts
to handle potential imbalances are a vital element.
Secondly, Austria and The Netherlands represent what we call a Continental model of
local borrowing. As in the Nordic model, the main instrument for regulating loans at the
local level seems to be the budget balance objective of ‘golden rule’. There are only a
few further borrowing restrictions. However, as already mentioned, a tier of the public
sector above the municipalities – provinces in the Netherlands and länder in Austria –
has an obligation to supervise the borrowing of the municipalities located within their
borders.
Finally, the Danish version of borrowing restrictions also involves limited use of budget
balance objectives, but rather strict rules that restrict local government borrowing in a
direct way. The starting point in the Danish context is the principle of ”self-financing” or
”no borrowing”. The requirements are softened significantly, however, via so-called au
tomatic or discretionary loan permissions.
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5

Content and rationale for the financial
institution KommuneKredit seen in an
international perspective

Keeping in mind the importance of local governments for the national economy and the
national fiscal policy, it seems relevant to look at how the local governments – in a pru
dent manner – actually take out loans. Against this background, it is relevant to consider
the predominant institution in this field in Denmark, namely KommuneKredit, which is a
membership association of local government borrowers.
The local governments themselves own the institution KommuneKredit, which was
founded more than 100 years ago. But what is the rationale behind this organisation to
day seen in an international and updated perspective? On our way to answering this
question, we first consider alternative ways of credit provision for the local government
sector. Next, we set a number of criteria or considerations to apply when before finally
making a few evaluating and comparative statements about the KommuneKredit model.

5.1

Different channels, considerations and criteria when
selecting a model for provision of credit to municipalities
⇨ Loans to local governments can be organised and provided via the central gov

ernment, via international banks, by private commercial banks and mortgage
institutions, by municipalities’ own bond issues or via specialised financial insti
tutions. Danish municipalities mostly use the latter model.
In principle, several ways or channels to provide loans to local governments exist. Of
course, not all the channels may be open for immediate use in all countries and at all
times.
Borrowing from the central government (e.g. via the national central bank) may seem like
a reasonable way for local governments to borrow money, as the creditworthiness of the
central government is naturally high. It might not be self-evident that the central gov
ernment will offer loans for local governments since the central government may see a
risk of confusion of the distribution of responsibilities in the public sector.
Like the central government, international banks may also possess very high credit rat
ings, which institutions such as EIB, the European Investment Bank and NIB, the Nordic
Investment Bank, do. Local governments can also turn to private commercial banks and
mortgage institutions when they are in need of loans. Also, the municipalities can issue
bonds themselves, i.e. sell bonds on the open markets. This requires it is a cost-efficient
manoeuvre for the local authorities, with the potential buyers of bonds being willing to
pay a satisfactory price.
Finally, the local governments may jointly set up their own specialised financial institu
tion. KommuneKredit is an example of this kind of financial institution.
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When choosing between the different models of organisation, a number of considerations
and criteria may be in place. We present three headlines to characterise such criteria.
⇨ Criteria for selection of the model of organising loans to local governments may

include the cost of funding and borrowing, seen from the municipality perspec
tive, the compatibility with the distribution of responsibilities in the public sec
tor and other criteria influencing the societal benefits and costs.
Firstly, for the municipalities keeping costs related to debt management as low as pos
sible is of course an important criterion, when considering the most appropriate way of
taking a loan.
A considerable share of the costs arise from the costs of funding for the institutions
providing the loans. These cost depend on the efficiency of the loan markets in general
and the leverage efficiency of the institution in case. First and foremost, we expect the
perceived creditworthiness of the municipalities and the financial institution itself to in
fluence these costs.
Costs in this respect should be understood in a broad sense. This includes both the de
gree of stability of loan options when the financial markets are exposed to crisis, and
potential administrative costs when taking out and repaying the loans. Furthermore, the
calculation of costs should include borrowing fees and the required rate of return (if any)
of shareholders in the financial institution.
A second set of criteria concerns the overall compatibility of the model of loan provision
with the distribution of responsibilities in the public sector. This involves both the vertical
and horizontal division of responsibilities.
The vertical division of responsibilities in the public sector is about the responsibilities of
the central government versus the responsibilities assigned to the local government sec
tor. Some models of organising loan provision and the repayment of debt may be more
or less congruent with the distribution of responsibilities that apply in general.
The horizontal division of responsibilities for the municipal sector, on the other hand, is
about distribution of responsibilities among the individual municipal authorities. Some
channels of loan provision may include mutual guarantee arrangements, which may mod
ify the financial responsibilities among the municipalities.
A third set of criteria concerns further societal costs and benefits seen in connection
with different organizational models. The need and possibility for central government to
implement macroeconomic management and control is one example in this respect. A
further consideration concerns a political desire to have uniform costs of local govern
ments’ borrowing throughout the country, e.g. the same ‘price’ for small municipalities in
peripheral areas as for large metropolitan municipalities.
Finally, also historical factors and considerations about competition may play a role when
comparing organizational models.
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5.2

The Danish case of KommuneKredit

⇨ The municipally owned Danish KommuneKredit is a specialised financial institu

tion with its own legal basis, with joint and several guarantees, with no require
ment of return to owners and exempted from the EU credit directive.
In Denmark, the specialised financial institution KommuneKredit is the relevant institution
to take as a starting point when considering loan provision to local governments.
The institution of KommuneKredit is a non-profit financial institution founded in the late
19th century. It is a voluntary membership association, but today all Danish municipalities
and regions are members and owners.
The central government neither has ownership nor responsibility for the running of the
institution. KommuneKredit has its own legal basis, however. Formerly, KommuneKredit
was under the supervision of the Ministry of Interior, but as of 2021 the Danish Financial
Supervisory Authority is the supervisor. The law about KommuneKredit is currently being
revised (autumn 2021) but this does not necessarily imply major changes. The institution
is exempt of the EU credit directive.
KommuneKredit provides loans to Danish municipalities and regions, municipally owned
enterprises and companies undertaking regional or municipal tasks. The projects fi
nanced by loans provided by KommuneKredit must demonstrate a public (municipal)
purpose and as such be in harmony with EU state guarantee rules.
The Market share of KommuneKredit in relation to loans to municipalities and regions is
close to 100 pct.
As a very important characteristic of KommuneKredit, its liabilities are jointly and sever
ally guaranteed by all members. This means that each member, i.e. each municipality,
assumes liability for the entire amount owned by KommuneKredit. The rating of Kom
muneKredit from rating agencies is very high at the closest proxy to Danish sovereign
risk. The equity degree (sometimes reported as the leverage ratio) in 2019 was 3.5 pct.
Historically, the establishment of KommuneKredit must be seen in relation to the Danish
cooperation movement (in Danish ‘Andelsbevægelsen’) of the 19th century.

5.3

KommuneKredit and international comparisons

⇨ In OECD countries, we find financial institutions with great similarities to Kom

muneKredit, especially in the Nordic countries, though also with differences in
their set up and organisation.
Financial and credit institutions serving municipalities with loan provisions and with clear
similarities with the KommuneKredit organisation are to be found in several European
countries. Especially in the Nordic countries we find such institutions. Nevertheless, in
OECD countries we also find significant deviations from the Danish KommuneKredit
model, e.g. central government ownership of specialised financial institutions, the extent
of loans to municipalities via commercial banks and mortgage institutions and the occur
rence of municipalities issuing bonds.
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Municipalities do not issue their own bonds in Denmark nowadays, but they do it regu
larly at the local government level in countries like Finland, Sweden, Norway, Germany,
France, Switzerland and Austria.
⇨ A comparison with specialised financial institutions serving municipalities in four

countries reveals that at least three institutions are comparable with Kom
muneKredit, namely Swedish Kommuninvest, Finnish MuniFin and Dutch BNG
Bank, with similarities and differences according to evaluation via preselected
criteria.
In three out of the four countries of comparison, we find financial institutions serving
municipalities that occupy a business role comparable to the role of KommuneKredit in
Denmark. Those institutions are Kommuninvest in Sweden, MuniFin in Finland and BNG
Bank in The Netherlands. For Austria, however, the conditions deviate significantly from
the Danish situation. Comparing the three institutions with KommuneKredit reveals, that
they all have high credit ratings and a high market share. In Sweden and The Nether
lands, the market shares have previously been rising due to the financial market crisis. It
is also noteworthy that the financial institutions in countries who are members of the
European Bank Union are supervised in accordance with the European Central Bank,
ECB, implying some administrative costs.

5.4

Empirical and theoretical literature relevant to evaluation of
models for provision of loans to local governments

⇨ In economic literature, we find several aspects of models of credit provision to

local governments relevant for an evaluation: the potential value of mutual
guarantees, possible gains by transfer of risk to other authorities, importance of
specialising and cluster theory in financial services and potential reservations
when responsibilities between public sector authorities are not congruent.
We identify five theoretical aspects of different models of loan provision to local govern
ments, inspired by economic literature. The theoretical considerations are to a certain
extent also illuminated by empirical investigations.
As a first consideration, we present mutual guarantees as a sort of public good. Mutual
guarantees might be the joint and several guarantee by members known from the Kom
muneKredit model, but also other organisations of mutual guarantees occur, e.g. the
Finnish Guarantee Board.
The idea of this concept rests on the assumption that potential lenders and the partici
pants in the financial markets are somewhat sceptical as to or lack knowledge of the
security of municipalities that require loans. Consequently, if the market perception ex
aggerates the risk in relation to municipal loans, it may be difficult for the municipalities
or the financial institutions serving them to obtain a satisfactory price of bonds issued to
finance the loans. If, on the other hand, the local governments pool their risks, they may
be able to persuade the market of the high level of security of municipal loans and hereby
obtain better prices of relevant bonds. Every participant in the mutual guarantee ar
rangement may exploit this improvement of the market for loans, i.e. it can be seen as a
kind of public good.
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In Denmark, Sweden and The Netherlands, we see mutual guarantee arrangements be
tween municipalities, which have never triggered a loss to the municipalities, hereby un
derlining the pubic good character of the guarantees. Also, we have identified some in
ternational empirical investigations pointing in this direction.
A second consideration views transfer of risk from municipalities to other authorities,
first and foremost the central government, as a way to reduce the costs of loans for the
municipalities.
This line of thinking is also known from empirical literature. It should be taken into ac
count that the central government usually has a high credit rating and also has the power
and the instruments to provide financial assistance to municipalities that may experience
financial difficulties.
A third consideration constitutes an alternative to the security-oriented way of thinking.
Here we focus on the necessity and value of professional knowledge about local gov
ernment economy possessed by the financial agencies providing loans to local govern
ments. Related to so-called cluster theory, we understand the specialised financial
agency as an institution with potential in-depth knowledge about local government
economy, and especially the economic conditions in the field or area where the munici
pality in question is located. Such knowledge, cf. the literature, may include not only
economical evidence but also so-called soft information relevant in debt relations, about
the relationship between tiers of the public sector, regulation etc. The credit institutions
referred to in the Nordic countries and The Netherlands possibly possess such
knowledge.
Speaking about the influence on the horizontal division of responsibilities from mutual
guarantee arrangements, a fourth consideration seem relevant, namely the risk of socalled moral hazard.
If municipalities exhibit moral hazard when covered by a pool of guarantees, they likely
weaken their economic discipline and loosen the economic management of the munici
pality. This may in turn produce unsatisfactory use of economic resources and give a
loss to the society. In an extreme situation, the central government might end up “bailing
out” seriously distressed municipalities.
Studies from The Netherlands, Sweden and Denmark, however, do not seem to confirm
this theoretical argument.
A final and fifth consideration concerns the vertical division of responsibilities among the
tiers of government. In theory, a confusion of the division of responsibilities may result
from the central government via guarantees, ownership of financial institutions or chan
nelling of loans from the central government to local governments. Such behaviour may
make the division of responsibilities for allocative tasks of the public sector unclear to
the citizens, and the central government may be considered responsible for bailing out
local governments in the event of economic distress.
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We do not know of any empirical studies on the effects of confusion regarding respon
sibilities between the tiers of public sector, but find that such a phenomenon should be
understood with classical fiscal federalism literature in mind.

5.5

Evaluating remarks about the KommuneKredit model

⇨ The KommuneKredit organisation has parallels to organizational models in other

countries, but nonetheless it is unique and tailored to Danish conditions.
⇨ The market share of KommuneKredit is very high when it comes to loans to mu

nicipalities and regions.
We observe that the KommuneKredit model of provision of loans to local governments
has parallels in other OECD countries, especially in some Nordic countries. Yet, differ
ences also exist.
This is the case when it comes to the competitive position of KommuneKredit, which
seems to be very strong as KommuneKredit has a marked share of loans to municipalities
and regions of almost 100 pct., i.e. more than that of parallel institutions.
Even though such a very strong market position always gives rise to critical awareness
about how it unfolds, the competitiveness and increasing market share over the years
probably mirrors the economic advantages for the members of the association of Kom
muneKredit. It should also be taken into consideration that the Danish local governments
are by no means forced to use KommuneKredit to obtain loans.
⇨ Even though one should always be aware of dominant market positions and the

theoretical potential challenges of a horizontal division of responsibilities,
based on an overall assessment, the KommuneKredit model is doing well ac
cording to most of the pre-established criteria.
⇨ The joint and several guarantee of all members of the association and very

strong local government finances in Denmark, including close monitoring and
control by the central government, all contribute to the perception of security
of loans funded by KommuneKredit.
⇨ The shielding of Danish municipalities from economic fluctuations adds security

and stability to the local government finances.
An assessment of the KommuneKredit model must be based on the assessment of the
individual pre-established criteria.
One of those criteria concerns the members’ joint and several guarantee for the obliga
tions of KommuneKredit and how this guarantee is perceived by the lenders. We find it
likely to be a crucial element for limiting the cost of funding for the financial institution,
in harmony with a very high credit rating by the credit rating agencies.
Of course, the high level of creditworthiness also is due to sound local government fi
nances and a remarkably strong financial position of the average Danish municipality.
The ”safety nets” stretched under the municipalities to protect their economy from the
effects of economic fluctuations and the rather strict central government control of local
governments’ economy also play a role in this regard.
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⇨ Irrespective of the ongoing revision of the Act on KommuneKredit, the organi

sation will still not be legally obliged to make credit evaluations of individual
municipal members since loans to municipalities and regions are perceived as
risk free.
⇨ The absence of central government ownership of KommuneKredit and no re

quirement of rate of return to owners seems to be in harmony with the general
division of responsibilities in the Danish public sector.
⇨ The pricing policy of KommuneKredit implies uniform cost of borrowing for all

municipalities, regardless of size, geographic location etc.
The insight that the KommuneKredit staff have in the local government economy and the
municipal tasks and borrowing restrictions determined by the central government adds
to the relevance of the KommuneKredit model.
The model of KommuneKredit also satisfies the national political aim of a uniform pricing
policy in relation to the single municipalities, regardless of their size, geographical loca
tion and other external conditions for the local authorities. The historical background of
the institution should also be taken into account here.
The KommuneKredit organisation does not involve central government ownership – nor
full or partial ownership. This seems to tie in well with the general division of responsi
bilities in the Danish public sector. Moreover, it does not imply any possible requirement
of return to owners.
The ongoing revision of the law regarding KommuneKredit may imply some costs of su
pervision from the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority. However, the situation how
ever still deviates from the conditions for some of the parallel institutions in other OECD
countries.

5.6

Final remarks

⇨ In the coming years, a continuation of the accumulation of municipalities’ cash

balances stemming from central government “over-financing” may, in isolation,
result in a declining demand for loans from KommuneKredit, though this de
mand also depends on need for investment, unknown future borrowing re
strictions etc.
As a closing remark, we observe that yearly central government over-financing of the
municipal sector, followed by increasing cash balances, may result in a declining demand
for municipal loans. However, this is seen in isolation and does not take into account
possible increasing needs for investment, e.g. a ”green transition” in the public sector.
Also, any future changes of the rather restrictive Danish borrowing rules for local gov
ernment is an unknown factor.
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